
Q U A L I F I C A T I O N  &  T R A I N I N G
Ready for Takeoff 
Tracking flight crew qualifications doesn’t have to be 
such a laborious and detail-oriented process — or a 
constant drain on your organization’s time and money. 

SkedFlex offers a powerful and easy-to-use module 
that automates, tracks, and manages qualifications 
and training. With it, administrators can see their 
entire organization’s qualification statuses, assess the 
urgency of upcoming renewals, schedule one-time and 
recurring training more efficiently, and upload sign-off 
documentation.

The module ensures crewmembers are current and 
qualified in accordance with regulatory requirements 
and is customizable to include company-specific 
regulations. It color-codes and sorts qualifications, so 
an airline knows immediately which crewmembers 
are qualified to fly on any given day and which 
qualifications are approaching expiry. Within moments, 
schedulers can zero-in on any issues, fix them, and 
have SkedFlex keep all the stakeholders notified. 

You’ll never again worry about keeping records 
accurate or up-to-date, because SkedFlex can do it 
automatically! And if automated reporting is a goal, 
eTT Aviation is committed to helping your organization 
achieve A025 Operations Specification (or equivalent) 
certification.

All the Necessary Qualifications
In the core SkedFlex implementation, administrators 
use a checkbox to indicate whether a specific 
qualification is current. Once the Qualification 
and Training module is activated, many additional 
features are enabled to provide administrators with 
the ability to set up and define comprehensive lists of 
expiration-based qualifications and manage them for 
an unlimited number of employees.

Qualifications can be imported by SkedFlex from a 
spreadsheet or created manually by administrators. 
Once created, they are defined by a variety of 
specifications, including the organization, position 
and equipment they apply to, whether they take place 
once or recur, require a certain threshold to be met, or 
are based on recency of experience — like takeoff and 
landing currency.

STOP WORRYING  ABOUT 
CREWMEMBER CURRENCY OR 
QUALIFICATION STATUS — SKEDFLEX 
CAN DO IT AUTOMATICALLY!



MAKE GO/NO GO 
DECISIONS IN REAL 
TIME WITH 100% 
CONFIDENCE

MASTER THE 
MANAGEMENT OF 
QUALIFICATIONS AND 
TRAINING 

208-424-9424 • eTTaviation.com

Qualification Management Comes Alive with Color
Unrivaled qualification management and tracking capabilities, live and in living 
color — literally. Whether reviewing qualifications, guarding against violations 
and warnings on the Go/No Go page, or managing the training schedule, 
administrators have complete control to oversee qualification management 
workflows. And employees can monitor their own qualification statuses with 
ease. 

Pages of Power
SkedFlex records and tracks qualification information so administrators can 
keep a birds-eye-view on employees, Go/No Go statuses, and the monthly 
training plan (below).  

Master Qualifications provide a hierarchical container for dependent 
qualifications. Rather than parse myriad records to determine each 
qualification, master qualifications provide on-stop-shopping for status 
information. Thus, if a captain’s master qualification for a specific type is 
“current,” then, by definition, all “child” (dependent) qualifications are also 
current. And color-coding master qualifications makes tracking even easier!

Managing Qualifications is a snap. Use the monthly training plan long-range 
tracking and scheduling; the employees table for individual management; and 
the dequalification report for tracking expiry dates. Operators of every size 
benefit from the confidence of maintaining full regulatory compliance with the 
SkedFlex Qualification and Training module. 


